Crack the Code to the *Watercolor Wisconsin 2021* Scavenger Hunt!
Explore the artwork find to the clues. Follow the instructions, and see if you can find the correct letters for each clue. Write them down in the spaces below and unscramble them to discover the secret art phrase!

1. This piece entitled, *Resonance* by Daniel Torres, won the First Award in the exhibition. What is the last letter of the artist’s first name? Write here: ___

2. Artist Bruce Hustad painted this beautiful flower piece entitled, *Moon Growing Over Garden Globe*. Within the title, there is a pair of letters that are identical and sit next to each other. Which letter is this? Write here: ___

3. Artist Virgilyn Driscoll uses watercolor paint, ink, and pastel to create the abstracted scene above entitled, *Acts of War: Afghanistan*. What is the first letter of the artist’s name? Write here: ___

4. Artist James Hartel painted this piece using transparent watercolors. It is entitled *Gravity*, and the artist was a recipient of a Merchandise Award. What is the second to last letter of the artist’s last name? Write here: ___
5. Jerrold Belland painted this cityscape entitled, *View with Derrick*. The artist utilized acrylic paint and water-based ink for the piece. What is the first letter of the first medium listed? Write here: ___

6. Lance Raichert from Racine, is very well known for his ink paintings made with the technique of pointillism, in which forms are made up of many tiny dots. This piece is entitled, *Rena I*. What is the first letter of the artist’s last name? Write here: ___

7. This painting is a still life of a variety of fruits. Created by Mai Lee Yang, the piece is entitled, *Blended identity*. What is the second to last letter of last word of the title? Write here: ___

8. Diane Shabino is an artist from Wausau. In this piece, she depicts an acorn tree using transparent watercolor. What is the first letter of the city where she lives? Write here: ___
9. This piece entitled, Farmstead, was painted by Thom Petersen. It depicts a landscape scene of barn located in a luscious field. There is one letter that is repeated three times in the artist’s last name. What is that letter? Write here: ___

10. Sheillah Walsh from Kenosha painted this stunning portrait of a little girl entitled, Dress Up. What is the first letter of the first word in the title of this watercolor painting? Write here: ___

12. Kiefer Ledell Waterman painted this piece using watercolor, colored pencils, and enamel entitled, *Collecting Components 6 (Tadpoles)*. What is the second to last letter in the second word of the title? Write here: ___

13. Kelly Witte created this piece with watercolor on linocut. It is playful and depicts multiple patterns. The piece is entitled, *Joyous*. What is the letter that repeats in the title? Write here: ___

14. Artist Karen Brittain painted this piece entitled, *Untold Story*. The artist utilized gouache and pastel to create this storytelling piece. What is the second letter of the first material mentioned? Write here: ___

Take each of the letters from the questions above and write them down here to crack the secret code:

```
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ? 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
```